This Saturday night students in masks, monocles and long flowing gowns will be walking hand-in-hand up the grand stairs of the Leslie Wright Center. Reaching the top, they will step onto a red velvet carpet that will lead them into the Grand Foyer of the Wright Center. This only marks the beginning of a night that senior voice major Murphy Maddox and senior theater major Sadie Frazier have been working for in the stickiest, steamy summer heat.

Campbell began his job with the Obama campaign in July, relocating to Georgia where he worked in Floyd, Chattooga, Bartow and Murray counties, and then in Lincoln County, North Carolina. He registered voters in the sticky summer heat.

Campbell’s job consisted primarily of finding and training volunteers to participate in voter registration, phone banking and canvassing for Obama.

Campbell became quite familiar with his local community and met a wide variety of people.
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This Saturday night students in masks, monocles and long flowing gowns will be walking hand-in-hand up the grand stairs of the Leslie Wright Center. Reaching the top, they will step onto a red carpet that will lead them into the Grand Foyer of the Wright Center.

The competition will be broken down into five committees: security council, economic and social committee, general assembly and a special session on global warming. Each group will have two topics.

"The ultimate goal of the competition is to pass a resolution for their topic," Cost said.

Each team represents a country; Samford Model UN will represent the country of Russia.

"We will act as they (Russia) would in the UN," Cost said. The students will represent all of Russia’s foreign policies and views in the competition.

"Russia is one of the P-5 (permanent five) UN countries," Carnes said.

By Russia being a P-5, Samford’s team gains an advantage by being one of the few UN countries that is able to vote. The teams are judged on their knowledge of their country, the countries policies, and how well they represent them.
Week
Tawain’s ex-president detained
Chen Shui-bian, Taiwan’s former president, was held for ques-
tioning by the police late Tuesday after authorities sought his ar-
et for corruption and money-laundering charges. Chen served two pr
emissions before he was banned from office in 2008. He left office after
the end of his term in March last year.

Need Sharon Jackson said. “He is a hard worker and his achieve-
mment today is well deserved.”

March 10-11: Undergraduate Students and Faculty are invited to the
weekend in New Orleans.”
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